PCI READING PROGRAM
For Students with Developmental Disabilities, Autism, and Significant Learning Disabilities

Building Success . . . One Level at a Time

Word Recognition Through Visual Discrimination
- 28 Fiction Books Ranging from 8 to 12 Pages
- 140 Sight Words
- 4 - to 10 - Word Sentences
- Takes Nonreaders to Approximately a 1.0 Reading Level

Word Recognition Through Visual Discrimination + Phonetic Patterns in Inflectional Endings
- 140 Additional Sight Words
- 14 Fiction Books Ranging from 12 to 16 Pages
- Up to 3 Paragraphs per Page
- Introduces Inflectional Endings and Compound Words
- Takes Students from a 1.0 Reading Level to a 2.0–2.5 Reading Level

Word Decoding Through Phonics + Explicit Instruction in Comprehension, Fluency, and Writing
- 125 Additional Decodable Words
- Teaches 23 Onsets and 20 Word Families
- Focuses on Word Analysis, Word Building and Blending, and Decoding
- 20 Books (10 Fiction and 10 Nonfiction), Each with 16 Pages
- Comprehension, Fluency, and Writing in Every Unit
- Moves Students to Approximately a 3.0–3.5 Reading Level

Now Available

For more information, see www.proedinc.com